
america 
goes to the polls

Us election 2016
Republicans and Democrats are busy nominating their candidates. The final 
choice of who will run for President is traditionally made in the primaries held in 
50 US-states between February and mid-June.

During the primaries we will follow Republicans and Democrats during their 
search for their final candidates through the US-states. During the summer 
and autumn we will observe the election campaigns of the two Presidential 
candidates closely and cover the developments with news and prognosis as 
well as trends from social networks.

Who will be the next President of the USA? On Election Day we will provide 
you with all the results of the presidential elections along with coverage of 
Congress- and gubernatorial polls being held at the same time.

on November 8th 2016 citizens in the United states go to the polls to elect the 
nation’s 45th president. Who will succeed Barack obama?

dpa electioNslive

dates 

●�� February 1st
Start of primaries
●�� march 1st
“Super Tuesday”
●� June 14th
end of the primaries
●���summer, Fall 
Forecasts, TV-duels
●���November 8th 
«Election-Day» Presidential,  
Congress and gubernatorial 
elections

Widgets
The applications are embedded in a specially-primed HTML-Set which we 
make available. Individual adjustments can be made using CSS. Your individual 
widgets can be defined within the main graphic set-up. 

stationary & mobile
dpa-ElectionsLive can be seamlessly integrated into your website or mobile 
portal. Smartphones and tablets are also supported.

individual layout
dpa-ElectionsLive blends in easily to the form and design you need. The layout 
is responsive and guarantees optimal presentation in mobile portals

contact
dpa German Press Agency
Marion Struck
Product Manager
Tel: + 49 (40) 4113 32600
E-Mail struck.marion@dpa.com

social media
With dpa-ElectionsLive you can share results via Twitter and Facebook with 
a simple click: The graphic generates automatically prepared and editable 
stories with key-facts and suitable back-link to your site.

delivery 
Via FTP or Hosting 
11th January - 30th November 2016

glossary
US election terms explained.

electioN coverage

primaries (February to June 2016)                    
•�All�the�candidates
•�Dates�
•�Results�from�federal�states�

election Battle (Sum./Aut 2016)
•�Portraits�of�the�main�candidates� 
•�Projections

electioN-daY (8th November 
2016)
We will be reporting on the 
presidential, Congress
and gubernatorial elections:
•�The�race�is�on:�Complete�news�
package
•�Trends�from�federal�states
•�Results�from�federal�states
•�Congress:�Electing�the�House�
of Representatives
and Senate elections
•�Gubernatorial�elections


